
The Stata GradPlan is available at select universities. GradPlan licenses are single-user licenses. Additional pricing and options are available.  
Visit www.stata.com/gradplan for complete program details.

Already a Stata user? GradPlan upgrades are available. Visit www.stata.com/order.

GradPlan

Powerful and complete statistical software. 
But for a fraction of the cost. 

Analysis made easy.

Stata is a complete, integrated statistical software package that 
provides everything you need for data analysis, data management, 
and graphics.

The Stata GradPlan gives you access to everything in Stata at special, low prices.

Stata puts advanced, modern statistical tools and robust data management facilities right 
at your fingertips. And—it is not sold in pieces, so you get everything in one convenient 
package. Whether you are teaching courses in quantitative methods or you are 
supporting a university research unit, the Stata GradPlan makes it easy to own Stata.

New purchases

Stata/IC Stata/SE Stata/MP 2-core Stata/MP 4-core

$225 / perpetual $395 / perpetual $695 / perpetual $995 / perpetual

$125 / annual $235 / annual $395 / annual $545  / annual



Ordering is easy. stata.com/order

stata.com/why-use-stata

Why use ?
Integrated menus and dialogs • Intuitive command syntax  •  Fully programmable

  Fast, accurate, and easy to use  •  One package—no separate modules  
 Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux

Stata is a registered trademark of StataCorp LLC, College Station, Texas, USA.

You want a statistical package that does everything you 
need now—and one that addresses the expanding range of 
statistical methods.

Stata 15 is your complete system for managing, graphing, 
and analyzing data. It is easy to learn through its friendly 
user interface yet completely programmable for the most 
demanding data management and statistical requirements. 
Research professionals from all disciplines use Stata to 
manage and analyze their data—and so can you. Whether 
you are a student or a seasoned researcher, Stata gives you 
all the tools you need.

Stay Connected


